How pharmacogenomics of biological response modifiers will influence clinical response and toxicity in dermatology.
Biological response modifiers (BRMs) have dramatically changed therapeutic approaches in dermatology. Pharmacogenomic studies are increasingly integral to the early development phases of targeted therapies. The first evidence supporting the impact that genetic background has on responses to BRMs was from rituximab, where the clinical response was correlated with Fc-gamma receptor gene polymorphisms. Later, many studies were done to investigate the impact of gene polymorphism on the mechanism of action of BRMs. Growing evidence supports the view that both efficacy and toxicity of BRMs can be highly influenced by genetic background. The foreseeable objective is to select personalized therapeutics, based on genetics characteristics that will result in more efficient and less toxic treatment. We review the current data focusing on the BRMs widely used in the practice of dermatology.